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A very Special Relationship…
By Brian Judge

Our first meeting was so unexpected. She simply appeared, began speaking and
addressed me as Daddy, followed by a very polite ‘May I call you Daddy?’ That was over two
years ago and somehow we hit it off straight away. And since that time, apart from a few
breaks we have been meeting on a regular basis mostly on Friday nights.
Of course you will have realized that from the name she gave me, she is much younger
than I but from the start I found it to be a rather affectionate term and took to it. It soon
became apparent that she was attracted to older men but I am pretty sure that I am not her
only admirer and I have no problem with that. She is very attractive but she seems to sincerely
want to please me.
She is very sexy and has a large amount of lingerie including, bras, panties, thongs,
basques, garter-belts, suspenders and stockings. And becomes very horny when wearing these
items. For someone so young she is very inventive and also responsive to our sex games.
Nothing too wild, you understand.
She loves to get close and cuddle up and also insists on bathing me as if I was a helpless
child including massaging my body afterwards. ‘Can I get you a beer, a glass of wine maybe?’
She is so considerate and if I were to lose her, a great void would appear in my life. So lucky
have I been since we first met.
Her moods vary greatly which makes our relationship very interesting and refreshing.
While she sometimes feels a bit slutty and will dress accordingly, at other times she is in a
young girlish frame of mind and will wear perhaps a school uniform type of outfit. Blouse,
school tie, short pleated mini skirt, knee socks and shoes. In fact in the early days, I being an exteacher at her request set her homework assignments which she completed dressed as a
schoolgirl. The content was female orientated of course.
So what have we done together? Well, following on from the ‘Daddy’ thing, I have
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arranged several private parties in the town where selected ‘daddies’ are invited to an evening
of drinks, snacks, and entertainment which is provided by my lovely little darling. Of course all
pay an attendance fee to cover the costs.
To begin with they will gather at the venue and be served food and drinks. About half an
hour later the lights will be dimmed to announce ‘Showtime’, whereupon our performer will
mount the podium dressed in her schoolgirl outfit, together with her schoolbag from which she
starts to produce, one by one, a lollypop by starting to suck it in a suggestive manner. As she
prances around to the music other items from the bag will appear including an apple, an extra
pair of panties in case of ‘accidents’, a packet of condoms, which she pretends not to
understand their function, etc.. When she has finished this first appearance, she will leave the
room.
An interval will now allow general chat and re-charging of drinks. Then in the second
part, she may be now a sexy slutty type with heavy make-up, very high heels and a feather boa
which of course will find itself wrapped around some daddies’ necks as she sexily dances
around the room sitting on some laps and giving a kiss for the lucky ones. The content changes
with each event.
She lives in a seaside town and many times she and I have strolled along the promenade
in the summer time, hand in hand, perhaps eating an ice-cream cone, she, wearing a light
cotton summer dress, ‘Jackie Kennedy’ sunglasses, a wide brimmed hat and sandals. Of course
many elderly men would be sitting there and she would get a kick out of the looks she attracts
and some comments on her beauty. And I of course receive the reflected pleasure of being
seen with such a pretty companion.
And we have gone on holiday together to far off places which particularly cater for older
men and younger admirers. Yes, you may be surprised but this type of vacation has become
very popular in lots of countries. And of course the release of being ‘away from home’ means
that there are less inhibitions amongst the holidaymakers.
So what is this story based on? It is some, but not entirely fiction. In fact it is mostly very
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real. An Internet romance, originating in a chat room, two people living very far apart and never
meeting face to face. But an honest relationship nevertheless based on lovely and lively
conversations, with lots of fantasy, imagination and affection.

The End

Brian Judge bio: I am Scottish, aged 69 and living now in Malaysia. Having retired from working around
the world I have taken up writing, fiction, biography and travel. I have had magazine articles published
but not yet a book.
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